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Case Histories In International Politics
Opinion - The war in Tigray is now in its 6th month. The human and material damage is yet to be
fully assessed, but is expected to be exponential. Mounting reports of atrocities and war crimes ...
Ethiopia: The Case for Ceasefire, Dialogue and Reconciliation in Tigray: Why and How?
Retired four-star Admiral James Stavridis doesn't spend his time fighting culture wars; he's more
interested in averting Armageddon.
Imagining a conflict in the future
Contains twelve essays by scholars with distinctive perspectives on the question of scientific
methods versus traditional methods in the comprehension of world ...
Contending Approaches to International Politics
Donald Trump Jr. sat in front of his computer for a video deposition. He swore to tell the truth. But
documents and a video obtained by Mother Jones—and recent legal filings—indicate that his ...
In Sworn Testimony in Inauguration Scandal Case, Donald Trump Jr. Made Apparently
False Statements
The court proceedings are entirely secret, with the defense receiving the case file only on the day
of the trial.
Russian court suspends Navalny’s political headquarters while it considers banning his
organizations
Foreign dictators have weaponized U.S. litigation to punish critics and newspapers, expanding the
reach of transnational repression. It’s time to put a stop to it.
Foreign Dictators in U.S. Court, Part I
Booklet 9 explores the patterns of mutual interaction between political parties and federal
institutions in the following twelve federal countries: Australia, ...
Dialogues on Political Parties and Civil Society in Federal Countries
Elizabeth Warren said Wednesday that Facebook's decision to uphold its ban on former President
Donald Trump's account further exhibits Big Tech has too much power.
Warren says Trump Facebook ban proves Big Tech is 'too powerful', slams 'arrogant'
Mark Zuckerberg
An Introduction to International Relations is a comprehensive introduction to the history, theories,
developments and debates that shape the dynamic discipline of international relations and ...
An Introduction to International Relations
With impressive historical sweep and carefully crafted case studies ... This rich analytical history
illuminates many dimensions of intra-party and partisan politics, including matters of race and ...
Republican Party Politics and the American South, 1865–1968
The fatal shooting of 29-year-old Lindani Myeni by Honolulu police officers responding to a burglary
complaint has created a diplomatic flashpoint for South Africa and the United States as the ruling ...
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South Africans demand answers in Lindani Myeni shooting
Will the Turks create another Andrew Brunson? On the Mediterranean island of Cyprus, they claim
to have found his disciple. Three months ago, American pastor Ryan Keating was detained for 11
hours ...
Bibles Get American Pastor Tangled Up in Turkish Politics
It’s giving authoritarian governments points to score all round the world both privately and in
international fora ... Britain as caught by a highly political case launched by the Trump ...
Britain is damaging its reputation by keeping Julian Assange in jail, says partner
According to political and legal commentator Professor Sipho Seepe, Judge Hlophe should not take
the matter “lying down” because of the history of the case brought against him by the ...
Judge John Hlophe urged to appeal ‘political case’
Biden drew on fears of a rising China to make the case for a dramatic increase ... are now careening
toward another political crisis. Inexplicably, international stakeholders are watching the ...
The Return of Palestinian Politics
"It's always been political," Teasel Muir-Harmony ... can be a stepping-stone toward further
engagement." In the case of the International Space Station, it was a recipe for success.
From Yuri Gagarin's launch to today, human spaceflight has always been political
Though subsequently revoked, the accusation became a standard theme in international politics ...
a decisive moment in the history of antisemitism. [1] This was the case because Israeli ...
IHRA to JDA: Definitions of Antisemitism in 2021
Once again, the state is shaping up to be a case study in the complexities around the politics of
race and power ... voters of the long and disgraceful history in America of false accusations ...
In the Virginia Governor’s Race, Can Anyone Take On Terry McAuliffe?
Oil and gas companies are reporting positive earnings after pandemic-driven losses, but questions
about the resilience of their businesses in a decarbonizing future remain. — Energy Secretary
Jennifer ...
Big oil and gas in a carbon-reduced future
The fatal shooting of 29-year-old Lindani Myeni by Honolulu police officers responding to a burglary
complaint has created a diplomatic flashpoint for South Africa and the United States as the ruling ...
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